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PLUS ALL YOUR REGULAR FAVOURITES - VALVE & VINTAGE - ANTENNA WORKSHOP - AND MUCH MUCH MORE! 
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Fig. 2: A sample message received from LA9IHA using the Hellschreiber 

Mike Richards G4WNC has the 
latest news and developments 
from the computing in radio world. 

H ellschreiber! - No, this is not 
the latest techno swearword, 
but a revival of a 1930s 

communication system. And whilst 
it's all well and good getting all the 
very latest in communications 
systems, the end result is starting to 
get ominously close to a station that 
runs itself. 

I'm sure there are stations out 
there now automatically receiving 
and forwarding messages and 
compiling their own log. As the 
operator all you have to do is power-
up and remember to post the QSL 
cards whilst on your way to work to 
earn more cash to buy the latest toy! 
I know that's a bit of an 
exaggeration, but it's not difficult for 
a Packet station to get quite close to 
this. 

As amateur radio is not really 
about buying the latest kit, but more 
about self education, I thought I'd 
spend some time this month taking a 
look at one of the oldest FAX 
systems that's still in use today. 
Whilst the electromechanical drum 
system and it's computerised 
derivatives dominate both amateur 
and commercial weather FAX 
systems, the old Hellschreiber 
system is still used by a number of 
amateurs in Europe and has been 
used in recent times by Bejing 
(China) for internal news. 

The Hellschreiber originates 
back to 1929 when Bavarian born 
engineer Dr Rudolf Hell applied for a 
patent for his new Hell recorder or 
Hellschreiber. This proved to be both 
revolutionary and very successful 
and by the end of the war Dr Hell 
had built his company to the point 
where he employed over 1000 
people. 

The key to the Hellschreiber 
success during the war was the 
system's ability to produce readable 
messages under, what would 
normally be considered, unusable 
conditions. In addition to being built 
in Dr Hell's own factory, 
Hellschreiber machines were also 
built by British Intelligence and used 
to intercept enemy messages during 
the war. 

Fascinating System 

Let's now take a look at the 
operation of this fascinating system. 

In the original electromechanical 
Hellschreiber the text message was 
entered into the machine using a 
keyboard which activated a 
mechanical encoding drum which 
converted the key press into a series 
of on and off pulses that aligned with 
a matrix representation of the 
character. 

The matrix size employed was 14 
units vertically (columns) by 7 units 
horizontally (rows). I've shown an 
example of how the letter A could be 

Fig. 1: The Hellschreiber 
character matrix. 

constructed in Fig.1. 
The utilisation of this matrix is 

restricted so that only units 3 to 12 of 
the columns were used for the 
character with the two spares at 
each end being used to provide 
separation from the edge of the 
printing tape. A similar restriction 
also applies to the rows where only 
the first five units are used for the 
character and the remaining units 
used to provide the inter-character 
spacing. 

Although the 
Hellschreiber 
may seem a very 
crude system, it 
has proved to be 
remarkably 
effective over the 
years. One of the 
peculiarities of 
the original  system. 

system was the requirement for the 
operator to type in exact 
synchronisation with the rotating 
encoding drum. By all accounts this 
skill was soon mastered and the 
message quality was usually very 
good. At the receiving end a rapidly 
rotating, inked, helical thread is 
struck by a hammer in response to 
the incoming signal and used to 
build-up the image on a strip of 
ticker-tape. 

One of the inherent problems 
with the Hellschreiber system was 
the lack of synchronisation between 
the transmitter and receiver. If there 
was a speed difference between the 
transmitter and receiver this would 
cause the text to print at a slant 
across the tape. 

The slanting problem was 
overcome by always printing the 
received text twice - one above the 
other. As a result, one of the lines 
was always clearly visible so the 
message wasn't lost. Although a 
very simple solution, it proved to be 
extremely effective (like all the best 
ideas) system. 

One of the secrets behind the 
Hellschreiber's remarkable 
performance is the way it uses 
human skills to interpret the results. 
In this respect it's very similar to 
Morse because Morse uses the 
brain's remarkable powers to filter-
out audio patterns and decode the 
message. 

With the Hellschreiber the visual 
pattern recognition skills of the brain 
are employed to resolve the 
message. This is significantly 
different to RTTY where the machine 
attempts to resolve the message and 
frequently makes a complete hash of 
it! 

One of the reasons for choosing 
the Hellschreiber system to talk 
about is the availability of PC based 
software to re-create this mode on 
your computer. The software 
package is called Hell Script by 

LAOBX and is available in the public 
domain at the SARTG software 
archive and can be accessed via the 
Internet at 
http://www.netup.no/—clank/ckhell 
.html and the program names is hs-
v9610.zip. 

The great beauty of the Hell 
Script program is that it has been 
written to run on a PC and makes 
use of a standard 
HAMCOMM/JVFAX interface. This 
means all you have to do is load the 
software and you're in business! 

Hell Scriptwill run any just about 
any PC but, if you want to use the 
simplest comparator interface, you 
really need a 286 based system. On 
the video front the program supports 
just about all the standard systems 
from CGA upwards! 

If you're using a Hamcomm type 
interface you have very little else to 
do but, if you want to build your own 
system, there are a few ideas in the 
associated text files supplied with 
the program. As with most amateur 
comms programs this one needs to 
be run from DOS and will not operate 
under Windows. 

However, before you run the Hell 
Script program you ought to read the 
manual (manual.eng) and edit the 
configuration file to match your 
system. There were a number of well 
thought-out facilities built-in to the 
program including a rather neat 
software audio filter. This was a 
great help for dealing with poor 
conditions and the filter had fully 
adjustable upper and lower cut-off 
frequencies. 

You could also set the speaker 
frequency and the transmit tone to 
be used as well as the c.w. speed for 
c.w. idents. When set-up to receive, 
the image gradually builds-up from 
left to right in rows across the 
screen. 

Having got your system running, 
the next task is to find someone to 
talk to! The best places to look are 
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on Sunday midday at around 
7.035MHz and in the evening on 
3.58MHz, both the frequencies are in 
regular use for Hellschreiber Nets. 

An alternative is to join in the 
annual HELL contest that's organised 
by the DARC. The contest runs on 
the first full weekend in the month of 
October and the operating times are: 
Saturday 3.5MHz band 1400- 
160OUTC, Sunday 7.0MHz band 0900- 
110OUTC plus the following Thursday 
on 144 and 432MHz between 1800 
and 2000UTC. 

The entry classes for the 
contest are: h.f. single operator, h.f. 
short wave listener, v.h.f. single 
operator, v.h.f. short wave listener. 
For full details of the rules and entry 
details contact: Warner Ludwig 
DF5BX at Postfach 1270 D-49110 
Georgsmarienhuette, Germany or 
visit the Web site at 
http://home.sn.no/—janalme/rules/ 
hell.txt 

The other way to get active with 
this mode is to get a few local 
people interested via your radio 
club. You could then help each other 
to get going and experiment with this 
novel system - it's low cost and great 
fun. 

Why not start a UK 
Hellschreiber Net on 7035kHz ±5kHz 
at 1200UTC on Sundays? See you 
there! 

Radio Communications 
Platform 

One of the major developments 
taking place currently is the more 
complete utilisation of the potential 
of the PC as a radio communications 
platform. Packet users in particular 
have become used to using external 
TNCs to carry out most of the 
processing with just a terminal 
program sat on the PC. 

Admittedly terminal programs 
have become increasing 
sophisticated, but the PC is able to 
do far more than is currently asked  

of it. As with all technological 
progress, the key to success is the 
development of a popular standard. 
FlexNet is one such group and they 
have been working on a number of 
modular software programs for the 
radio amateur with an interest in 
Packet radio. 

The latest addition to the 
FlexNet range has been reported to 
me by Adam MOAMD and comprises 
a Packet radio SoundBlaster driver. 
By loading this onto your PC you can 
get on the air with just the software 
and a simple one transistor circuit to 
handle the transmit to receive 
switching. Interested? 

Well the place to find out more 
is on the Web at 
http://www.ife.ee.ethz.ch/—sailer/ 
pcf/ The SoundBlaster driver is still 
beta and Adam reports occasional 
crashes, but he has got it to work 

successfully with baycom terminal, 
TPK and Superpacket. 

Electron 

Ray Dix has sent me a copy of an 
ingenous little program designed to 
help newcomers to radio and 

electronics. The program is called 
Electron and has been released as 
shareware and so has got to be 
worth a try. 

The review version of Electron 
(v1.0) was supplied on a single 3.5in 
floppy and comes with a standard 
Windows Setup installation routine. 
Electron has been designed to run 
under Windows 3.0 or 3.1 so any 
computer that can run these 
systems should be OK. 

Once installed, the program 
takes-up a modest 850k of hard disk 
space, so this shouldn't prove a 
problem. There is no manual as such 
but there is a standard Windows 
help file to get you going. 

However, the whole program is 
menu driven and it soon became 
pretty obvious what you had to do. 
I've included a screen shot to show 
you how it looks. 

As you can see from the menu 
options, Electron includes packages 
for Ohms Law, filter design, 
series/parallel components, colour 
codes and even a simple power 
supply design system. I'm sure the 
program will serve as a useful 
reminder for those that only do 
occasional construction and also as 
a great learning aid for newcomers. 

Ray has very kindly offered to 
supply a shareware copy to readers 
supplying an IBM formatted 3.5in, 
1.44Mb disk and an s.a.e. Please be 
patient with your order and send 
them to Ray Dix, 21 Mendip Way, 
High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5TE. 

The full registered version 
of Electron costs f8.50. My thanks to 
Ray for supplying the review copy. 

Interference Advice 

Unfortuately QRM can be be a real 
problem when it occurs and you can 
guarantee that it always starts when 
you least expect it! Getting good 
advice is not always that easy and 
it's very easy to be sidetracked into 

Special Offers 

If you'd like a copy of 
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've 
arranged a very special offer with 
the Public Domain and Shareware 
Library (PDSL). They have put 
together a library set of all five 
disks for just £12, all inclusive. 

Using PDSL also makes 
ordering simpler as they accept all 
the usual credit cards so you can 
order by 'phone - you don't even 
have to write a letter. Please direct 
all orders and enquiries about this 
disk set to PDSL, Winscombe 
House, Beacon Road, 
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL 
Tel:(01892)663298 and request 
library volume: H008739abcde. 

The software is only available 
as a set of five disks as follows: 
IBM PC Software (1.44Mb disks): 
Disk A - JVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM 
3.1 and WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP 
Starter plus Texas device 
selection software; Disk C - 
NuMorse 1.3; Disk D - UltraPak 4.0 
and Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and ZO. 

an illogical process where you jump 
from one colleague's suggestion to 
the next. What you really need is 
well structured advice that will guide 
you through a logical sequence of 
events to gradually home-in on the 
cause of the interference. 

If you have Internet access one 
answer could be to take advantage 
of an excellent range of documents 
supplied by the American Radio 
Relay League (ARRL). These text 
files are distributed through the 
ARRL Infoserver system and can be 
found at any of the common mirror 
sites. 

A good starting point for many 
European amateurs is to try: 
ftp.funrt.fi/pub/ham/arrl/infoserv/tec  
h and within this directory you will 
find a number of articles with names 
that include the three letters rfi. 
These are all documents relating to 
different areas of radio interference. 

While all the articles have 
strong US bias the basic information 
makes good sense wherever you 
live. If you know of any other sites 
please drop me a line with the 
details. 

That's all I've got for you this month 
so, until next time 'happy computing' 
and keep your letters coming to me 
Mike Richards G4WNC at PO Box 
1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 3ZD or 
via E-mail to 
mike.richards@dial.pipex.com  You 
can also visit my Web site at: 
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/mik  
e.richards/ 

END 
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